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Subtle Atmospheres – affective disorder 
In contemporary architecture 'nature' has diverse implementations, there is the phenomenal, the literal and the 
process related. The phenomenal creates natural effects, without actually imitating organic aesthetics, which 
the literal translation of organic forms (eg. ornament) evolves from.

Goals:
My intention is to challenge the pre-established notion and categorisation of cultural construct through artifici-
ality in terms of atmosphere and effect rather than in terms of imitation. Atmospheres created by transpar-
ency and interference as a border system which develops from a pattern, that mutates from 2d to 3d, has the 
ability to change transparent to opaque and even swell to create space and become inhabitable.



Downtown Athletic Club
In terms of spectacle, the athletic club is a rather peculiar place. The observed is a artificial world, a replica 
based on culturally constructed images of human nature and body culture. Since the human activities differ 
from what the human body was constructed for, there is a need for 'nature' in our every day live. The athletic 
club imitates natural conditions of human activity and locates them in the urban context.
Rem Koolhaas described 'Downtown Athletic Club' as a machinery of body culture, the ideal home for the only 
desirable status of metropolitan life, the bachelorhood.
Today, there is a tendency towards a place to spend the small amount of leisure time as recreational, socially 
precious and private as possible.
In the downtown athletic club, the program ist stacked on top of each other. Every level is like a different world 
you enter
My Attempt is to emphasize the borders between the zones, articulate them and make them apparent and to 
create artificial scenarios and athmospheres through spacial layering and interweaving.

New York DAC
sudden atmospheres

New York DAC
stacked program

Los Angeles DAC
subtle atmospheres
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Downtown Los Angeles
The city center of LA is lacking green spaces, there is no outside life in downtown. The LAAC's city block is 
typical for downtown LA, on the on side there is high rise tower and next to it a parking lot.  The Downtown 
Athletic Club is a place in the city to spend leisure time and according to this it performs as a space that is a 
pendant to the daily life and office working environment.

Program + Architectural Topic
There is a potential of the multiplicity of architectural qualities that occur from the different athletic spaces. 
There are two main categories movement. The 2d movement which is surface based and the 3d movement 
which is volume based, volume that in case of a pool could be interpreted as mass or in case of an climbing hall 
as void. 
Thus, the spatial separation varies in its dimensionality too which affects the situation in which the spectator 
wants to observe the exposed.
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1st Floor 
Olive Park Garage 
Membership Sales 
Member Services Security 
Hotel Front Desk 

2nd Floor 
General Manager 
Hotel & Catering Sales 
Duke's Sports Bar 
Membership Office 

3rd Floor 
Business Center 
Grill Room 
Main Bar & Game Room 
Trophy Room + Main Dining Room 

4th Floor 
Meeting & Conference Rooms 
Athletic Department Office  + Mercury Magazine 
John R. Wooden Award 

5th Floor 
Men's Locker Room
Sports Shop
Massage & Spa 

6th Floor
6th Floor Gym 
Women's Locker Room 
Sports Shop Skin Care, Massage & Spa 
Swimming Pools 
Basketball & Volleyball 
Pilates Room 

7th Floor
7th Floor Gym Elite
Physical Therapy
Fitness Center
Boathouse Rowing 
Running Track 

8th Floor 
Aerobics Studio 
Snack Bar & Lounge 
Racquetball, Handball & Squash Cts. 
Recreation Room
Table Tennis 
Pilates 
Kickboxing 

9th Floor
Frank White Yoga Studio 
Babysitting Center
Cycling Theater

10th-12th Floors 
Guest Rooms & Suites Roof Sund

Floorplan

The building is located in Downtown Los Angeles
431 West Seventh Street, 
Los Angeles, CA 90014 

Beaux Arts Style built 1912
For over 125 years, The Los Angeles Athletic Club has remained dedicated to its mission of providing for the body, mind and spirit of its members. The Club 
includes athletic and spa facilities, restaurants, bars;  meeting, conference and hotel rooms, and an array of social, business and athletic events. The sports focus 
of the club is on 'body and soul' fitness  like Yoga, Pilates, Tai Chi... and some traditional sports like Racquetball, Basketball or Squash. 
The building is famous for his pool in the 6th  floor, which was one of the first 'upstairs' pools in Southern California.

Program
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*opion 1 extention of the LAAC

tearing down the  parking structure and talking the parking lot to add 
‘the new athletics club’ 

Program:

Athletics:
facility spaces
locker rooms

golf teeing ground outdoor/indoor 

climbing / boldering outdoor/indoor 

high diving pool outdoor/indoor

running track outdoor/indoor

  
diving pool outdoor/indoor 

bar outdoor/indoor
 

Public:
bar and restaurant
circulation
parking
 

Program
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Volume min. 90.000 m³ - max. 180.000m³ 
porous mass - 50% indoor 50% outdoor

Athletics:

small scaled aggregated volumes:

facility spaces
locker rooms
spa/beauty
bar outdoor/indoor

golf teeing ground outdoor/indoor
little footprint - large volumen

climbing / bouldering outdoor/indoor
vertical movement - little footprint needed

high diving pool outdoor/indoor
vertical movement - volumetric use

running track outdoor/indoor

swimming pool outdoor/indoor 

Public:
bar and restaurant
circulation
parking

capacity
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volume 

20%

20%

15%

20%

15%

5%

5%

typology m³



cellular aggregation

The building should be a pourous mass with the 
potential of the multiplicity of architectural qualities 
that occur from the different environments - vertical 
and horizontal movement, 2d (surace based) and 3d 
movement (water and air).
The intention is more towards adding a layer of  
leissure outside space - artificial nature / natural 
artifice.
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The building should be a pourous mass with the 
potential of the multiplicity of architectural qualities 
that occur from the different environments - vertical 
and horizontal movement, 2d (surace based) and 3d 
movement (water and air).
The intention is more towards adding a layer of  
leissure outside space - artificial nature / natural 
artifice.
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spatialmutation 

Structure

Thick Surface

Space



swerving the carthesian space
> structural expansion

surface thickness
> inhalitable structure

cellular aggregation
> transparencies
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amorphous mass



access 
porous 0 level

diving pool

climbing

spa/beauty

golf teeing

circulation
public area

subtle blurring
program

office 
support
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interlocking program



nature
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phenomenal 

Spidernethewood R&Sie Olafur Eliason

Olafur Eliason Sanaa

Jean Nouvel Louvre Museum Abi Dhabi

AA Membrane Spaces



swerving the existing building

facet openings structure

nature
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geometry 

geometry that dissolves the plane surface, 
has the ability to create create openings and 
get totally structured



phenomenal
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geometry 

same geometry
shift in : 

> diverse material applications > spacial qualities* scale
*thinckness
*proportion of structure and cladding
*layering
*material



nature
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phenomenal AA Membrane Spaces

phenomenon

precedents

scattered light and shadows - black white

Jean Nouvel Louvre Museum Abi Dhabi
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phenomenal 

Spidernethewood R&Sie 

phenomenon

precedents

spider web - white 
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phenomenal 

Olafur EliasonSanaa

phenomenon

precedents

underwater - scattered blue, white, black glass frame in different layers




